
AliveColors 9.0 Graphics Editor: Creativity & Image Enhancement

November 3, 2023 —   AKVIS is thrilled to announce a major update of AliveColors,  powerful  cross-platform image
editing software. Version 9.0 offers new image combination effects, a new neural network-based mode in the JPEG
Artifact Remover filter, and a set of improvements and fixes that make the program even more useful, meaningful, and
valuable.

AliveColors is a full-featured graphics editor that includes a wide range of retouching and drawing tools, photo editing
adjustments,  color  correction  options,  artistic  effects,  neural  filters,  presets  and  textures  libraries.  The  program
contains a set of the built-in AKVIS plugins and some other developments of the AKVIS company.

The latest version is packed with new features to spark user creativity and make image editing even more fun.

Version 9.0 offers a new group of effects for artistic image combination and composition creation. In the Effects
menu, the new Combine Images group is now available with two effects: Chameleon and Emersion. Creating eye-
catching compositions has never been easier!

The update includes the new Extreme mode in the JPEG Artifact Remover filter.  This AI-based filter automatically
detects and removes compression artifacts and noise. The new neural network model is designed to restore badly
damaged photos.

The new version also allows you to import multiple LUTs at once, offers improved loading of RAW images and support
for RAW formats of new digital cameras. Besides, the update provides some other improvements to ensure the best
user experience, efficiency, reliability, and safety.

The software is available for download at alivecolors.com. The trial period includes 10 days of fully functional use.

The image editor supports a multi-language interface, configurable by switching in the program preferences.

AliveColors is cross-platform software and runs on Windows 7-11, macOS 10.12 (Sierra)-macOS 14 (Sonoma), and Linux.

AliveColors Free with slightly limited functionality is available for everyone for personal use. Also, the program comes
in  full  featured  lifetime  licenses: AliveColors  Home ($55)  for  personal  use  and AliveColors  Business ($160)  for
commercial use.

The update is free for all users who bought the software in the last 12 months. Users with older versions, whose
license is not valid for AliveColors 9.0, can update the program for $20.

For more details about the software, visit alivecolors.com.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in the development of photo & video processing software. Since the company's launch in
2004, it has released a wide selection of successful multi-platform products. The company always keeps up with the
times, updates its products with cutting-edge technologies, and launches innovative, inspiring products.

About the Program: alivecolors.com/en/about-alivecolors.php 

Contact: Kat Kharina, AKVIS LLC, press@akvis.com
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